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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NEEMUCH NO. 1

OVERALL RESULT TO CLASS XII-2017-18
 S.No. Name of KV Total No. of

Student
Appeared

Total No. of
Student
Passed

Total No. of
Student
Comp.

Total No. of
Student

Fail

Overall
Pass %

1 No.01 Neemuch 117 96 18 3 82.05%

STREAM WISE TOPPERS LIST

Stream
Wise

Name of Students Position Total
Marks

Marks
Obtained

Percentage
%

Contact No.

Science Kanishka Upadhaya 1st 500 452 90.4 9969578113

Commerce Mehvish Syed 1st 500 405 81 9993720286

Humanities Shubham Dangi 1st 500 458 91.6 7000125097

Kanishka Upadhaya
1st 90.4%
SCIENCE

Mehvish Syed
1st 81 %

COMMERCE

Shubham Dangi
1st 91.6%

HUMANITIES
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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NEEMUCH NO. 1

OVERALL RESULT TO CLASS X-2017-18
Total No.

of Student
Appeared

No.01 Neemuch 106 106 0 0 100% 66 40 -

STREAM WISE TOPPERS LIST

Aastha Jain
1st 93.4%  (500/467)

Mb. 883967743

Rishabh Singh
2nd 90.4%  (500/452)

Mb. 9454190406

Bhavna Shiv
3rd 90% (500/450)
Mb. 9479441597

Total No.
of Student

Passed

Total No.
of  Student

Comp.

Total No.
of Student

Fail

Overall
Pass %

1st
Div.

Name of KV 2nd
Div.

3rd
Div.
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THE GODESS
ON EARTH
FOR US MAA

Mother Mother Mother
You’ve loved me like no other
Forever and ever
First, it was the warmth of your
protective womb.
Then, the safety of your Arms
Protecting me form every doom
Your Loving presence always felt.
I am happy with  what you have me
into hope you’re too.
Thank you so much much fo everything

ASMI KATARIYA
CLASS-IST D

WHY ARE DESERT IN THE
WORLD HOT & DRY ?

The largest desert in the world is Antartica, and you definitely won’t
need shorts and a T-shirt down there.It is true, However, that all deserts are dry
(it’s their defining characteristic, in fact) Most of the world’s hot deserts are
located 30 north and 30 south of the Equator in a world-spanning belt of arid
air. The air here lost all its moisture as it traveled north and south of the

Equator, dumping rain over the
world’s warmer tropical regions
along the way. with little rain to
nourish vegetation in the dry
regions, the soil became sandy
and deserts formed.

Priyanshi Malviya
Class-IVth D
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School Just School
School we need it
School, friends
School you have teachers
School id great
School is even better

School you might find your true love
New experiences everyday
School, dances
School just school
School who does not love it
School is fun

School, classes
School, maths, science, computer classes
School just school

School is great love it
We need school
School just school.

Gauri Kumrawat
Class-Vth D

Trees are The Kindest Things I Know
Trees are the kindest things I know,
They do no harm, they simply grow.
And spread a shade for sleep for cows,
And gather birds amongtheir boughs.
And leaves to burn on hallowe’en,
And in the spring new buds of green.
They give us fruit in leaves above,
And wood to make our houses of.

Lalita Regar
Class-Vth B
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My School Poem

Stars are many but moon is one.
Gems are many but kohinoor is one.
Friends are many but best friend is one.
Rays are many but sun is one.
School are many,
But my school is the best one.

Riddam Jayant
Class-Vth B

My father
My father is a man like no other.
He believes in me , Protected me,
Shouted at me, strengthened me,
But most of all he loved me
unconditionally.

There aren,t enough words
to describe what my father
means to me and what an
influence he still has on my life
It take a special man to be a
Father and a Dad.
Dad, I love Dad.

Thank you so much daddy,
for everything that you’ve
done for me, I can’t imagine
Whatmy life would have been

Without you in it,
Dad, I love Dad

Kumkum
Class-Vth C
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G.K  Question
Q1. Who was the first indian president ?
Ans Dr. Rajendra prasad
Q2. Who discovered America ?
Ans Columbus
Q3. The Taj Mahal is located in____.
Ans Agra
Q4. Alexander grahem bell invented___________in the 1870’s.
Ans Telephones
Q5. William word worth was a famous________.
Ans Poet

Tammay
Class-IVth D

Trees
Trees are for birds.

Trees are for children.

Trees are for to make trees houses in.

Trees are to swing swings on.

Trees are for the wind to blow through.

Trees are to  have tea parties under.

Trees are for kites to get caught in

“ What a lovely picture to paint ! ”

Trees make father say,

“ What a lot of leaves to shake and falll ! ”

Riya Kewat
Class-IVth D
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The Fox and
the Grapes

One day a fox was very
Hungry he searched every
Where for food at last the
Fox went in a vineyard.
He saw some bunches of
Grapes hanging from the
vines.

He tried to reach them
But they were too high
He jumped again and
Again but could not reach
them.

At last he got tired and
Said. don’t want them
saur these grape are
Then ran away.

Nabhy Barwer
Class-IVth D

Mahatma

GANDHI
Mohan Das Karamchand Gandhi

more commonly known as mahatma
gandhi, was a great leader. He was born
on 2nd october, 1869. His mother was a
pious lady, His father was the Diwan  of a
state. He passed his matriculation and went
to England. there, he graduated in law and
became a barrister.

He came back to India. Soon he
went to south africa. There he worked for
the good of the Indians.

Once again he came back to India.
This is the time when he fought  for our
freedom.  He was jailed many a times. Due
to his  efforts India became free in 1947.
Gandhi loved truth. He also did a lot for
Hindi-Muslim unity.  Mahatma Gandhi
died on Janauary 30, 1948. We can never

Forget his selfless service towards
the nation.

Lucky Bhatt
Class-IIIrd B
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Nature Is What We See
Nature is what we see
The hill, the afternoon,
Squirrel, eclipse, the bumble bee.
Nay, Nature is heven,

Nature is what we hear
The bobolink, the sea,
Thunder, the cricket.
Nay, Nature is harmony

Nature is what we know we know
yet have no art to say
So helpless our wisdom is
To her simplicity.

IVth C

BIG CLOCK
There’s a neat big clock,
In the school room it stand.
And it points to the time
With its two little hands.
And may we, like clock,
Keep a face clean and bright,
With hands ever ready
To do what is right.

Isha
IVth D
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SCHOOL POEM
School is something
We must all embrance
knowledge we need
to seek out and chase

Subjects and teaching styles,
are plentiful and
Just like the backpacks,
We all need to carry.

Shorts, club and activities,
at every single turn
So much to do,
Study and learn.

To get the most from school
we should consistently attend
Around each corner
There’s always a friend.

Our favourite teachers,
are friendly and kind.
Their passion and job,
to expand ever mind.`

School is something,
We must all embrance.

Just remember to learn,
at your own place.

Suhani Chandra
Class-VIIth C

My Promise
Every day I shall do my best,
And I won’t do any less.

My work will always please me,
And Iwon’t accept a mess.

I’ll color very carefully
My writing will be neat.

And I simply won’t be happy
Untill my papers are complete.

I’ll always do my homework
And I’ll try on every test.

And I won’t forget my promise
To do my very best.

Vanshika Hooda
Class-IIIrd
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My Promise
Each day I’ll do my best
And I won’t do any less

My work will always please me,
And I wan’t accept a mess

I’ll colour very carefully
My writing will be neat

And I simply won’t be happy
Untill my papers are complete.

Nandini Dhanuk
Class-Vth A

Best
       Friend
The best of friend can change a from
Into a smile when you feel down
The best of friend will understand and
your little tried will understand and
The best of friend will always share.
Your secret dreams because they care.
The best of friend worth more than
Give all the love a heart can hold.

Priti Narwal
Class-Vth C

For all the laughter
and smiles, for the

happiness good time,
For listening caring,
and loving sharing....
For your strong shoulders
and kind heat...
Love You......!

Yashpal Singh Rathod
IInd A

Ice Cream
Ice cream in a bowl.
Ice cream in a cone.
Ice cream any way I want.
As long as it’s my own.
Ice cream can be sticky.
Ice cream can be sweet.
Ice cream is delicious,
It’s my very favourite treat !

Himanshu  Rathore
IInd B
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Being Responsible
Every day, our jobs to do,
The responsibilities of me and you,
To wash our bodies, and do our brush,
To go to the toilet, and remember to flush
When eating our food, we keep tidy and clean,
This keeps us healthy, neat and clean,
To do all our work without a fight,
And try and try with all our might
wego to bed at 7o’clock,
And wake up when we hear the tick-tock
Every day, our jobs to do,
The responsibilities of me and you.

Ayush Makwana
VIIth D

Poem on life

Arpita Dixit
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  Bird Talk
Think......’said the robin,
Think......’said the jay,
Sitting in the garden
talking one day.

Think about people
the way they grow
they don’t have feathers
at all, you know.

They don’t eat beetles
they don’t grow wings,
they don’t like sitting.

Think !’ said the robin.
Think !’ said the jay.
Aren’t people funny
to be that way ?

Chanchal Singfariya
Class-IIIrd C

  Who am I ?
1. I am everywhere, but cannot be seen.

I can be captured, but cannot be hold.
I have no throat, but can be heard
Who am I? Ans. Wind

2. Unit I am measured
I am not known,
Yet how you miss me,
When I have flown who am I?

Ans. Time
3. I am a box without tings,

I have no lock or boy,
Yet golden treasure lies, within me, Who am I? Ans. Egg

Priyanka Dangi
Class VIII-A
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I love my little home,

My sweet, sweet home,

Where father, mother, and me,

Work, eat, and sleep.

With us are my uncle and

aunt, And their two

Children too, we live

together happily, In our sweet, little home.

When all the cousins come

to stay, There’s a party

lot of fun, sharing, loving,

and troubles too, At times

to spoil the fun, Father,

Mother, Uncle, and aunt, We make

a perfect family but for the frequent

intruders our family is a jolly one.

Jiya Sonawa
7the D

Home Sweet Home
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Where everyone is equal

Where everyone is clam

Nature is in bloom all day...

And its glowing in the Sunshine.

Where the world is one

Where was and jealousy cease

A world full of books, Music and theater.

Where everyone is content with all they have.

The children in the streets performing plays.

And the blind studying braile.....

Where everybody rich or poor go to school.

Where the richest of the rich, and poorest of the poor.

All the blind studying braile.

All live in an equal way.

Where the thieves and criminals all start reading

And start thinking in a different way

In the sort of a united habit.

Let my country realize real freedom.

Akansha Bhatt

India is Dream
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Stand tall and proud,
Sink your roots into the earth
Be content
With your natural beauty,
Go out on a limb
Drink plenty of water,
Remember your roots
Enjoy the view!

Kashish Fulwani
VI -D

Advice from a Tree

Q1. The Frenchman who won lots of battles in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries?
• Hitler • Nepoleon • Eisenhower

Q2. Who discovered America ?
• Colymbus • Drake • Raleign

Q3. Which country held the first olympic games ?
• Greece • Peru • Russia

Q4. Who was Johann sebastion bach (1685-1750) ?
• Misic Composer • Florist • Nuclear Scientist

Q5. A lexander Grahmbell invented............... in the 1870’s
• Computer • Telephones • Cars

Q6. William words worth was a fomous ....
• Scientist • Dance                     • Poet

Manvi Parthar
Class-VI B

1. Nepoleon, 2. Columbus, 3. Greece, 4. Misic Composer, 5. Telephones, 6. Pet.

History can be interesting
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However means your life is, meet it, live it. donot Shun it or
call hard names. - Anonymous

Making The Best Of Life

Men, Who are always grumbling about their poverty Com-
plaining of their difficulties, whining about and over their troubles
and thinking that their lot in world in mean and poor will never
get any happiness out of life or achieve any success. How every
mean your life maybe, if we face it bravely and honestly and try to
make it the best of it. We shall find that afte all it is so bad as we
thought and we may have our times of happiness and the joys of
success. There is nothing mammon or unclear until we make it do
by the wrong attitude we adopt towards it. One must not count his
happiness on the losses of luxury and money. Count it on the bsis
of deals that provided him with immense sense of satisfaction and
makes him feel contend.

Gagan P.
VIIIth-A

Save water! Save water! Save! Save! Save!
Stop misusing, Stop misbehaving

Respect the water, now matter is grave
think of the future, the  present God gave

Save Water! SaveWater! Save! Save! Save!

Save Water!
to

Earth
Astha Jain
Class VI D

Save Water
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Being A Girl

Child in India

If I am a girl child I will be
recognized soon and will be
killed in bomb.

If I survived I will be larn to
grow as a second grade life in
Comparison to boys in home.

If I grow will I will be treated
in Society as doll, having no feel-
ings for her but to prove herself
in Conditions all,

In my youth I will be married
to man of my parents choice.

By giving dowry to in laws
I had to live as a good wife in

my married life, If I am a home
maker I had to give birth and
Make a family.

and embrace hardship of liv-
ing mother in life killing her own
feelings in fumes.

When I will become old I will
be treated, as burden by my own
children and will die in distress
and found that I had done
nothing for my own, and had
treated myself as a girl child
killed in womb.

Komal Batham
IXth B.

The Greatest

Parents on Earth

I will never take for granted
how greatly I’ve blessed;
For when it comes to parents,
Mom and Dad, you are the best!

You nurtured and Protected me
and tought me with great care.
And Even time I’ve needed you,
you were always there.

If you could look into my heart,
how quickly you would see,
the special place you hold there,
and how much you mean to me.

May you receive the blessings,
you are so deserving of
for your caring, and your sharing,
and Each sacrifice of love.

And may you carry, and your hearts.
these words forever true...
No parents anywhere on Earth
Could be more loved than you.

Komal Batham
IVth B
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Hello in different

languages
1. Bengali- Namashkaar

2. Chinese- Ni hao

3. Hindi- Namaste

4. Arabic- Marhabam

5. French- Salut

6. Latvian- Sveolo

7. Lwngarian - Szia

8. German - Hallo

9. Farsi - Salaam

10. Hawaiian - Aloha

11. Indonesia - Salam

12. Icelandic - Hello

13. Liovak - Ahaj

14. Japanese -

15. Swedish - Hallo

16. Atalian - Cioa

17. Latin - Salve

18. Swahili - Hujambo

19. Mandarin -

20. Spanish - Hala

Komal Batham
IXth B.

My Dear Mom

And Dad

Describe what you mean to the

There’s nothing that I can repay for What

you’ve done for me. There’s No-one that

could replace both of you. There’s No-Way

to regret being your child. There is no

imagination what I would be without you.

I’ m So Sorry that I always spends your

monthly. I’m So sorry for everything that

I can’t remember on by on. In the end, I

just wanna massive thank.
Bhupndra Narwal

VIII-A

A Poem About Trade
Swift prancing horses by sea in ships,
Bales of black pepper in carts,
Gems & gold born in the himalayas,
Sandalwood born in the himalayas,
The pearls of the southern seas,
And corals from the eastern ocean,
The field of gangas &
the crops from the kaveri,
Foodstuffs from Myanmar,
pottery from Sri lanka
And other rare & rich imports.

Arpit Dixit
VIth A
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“ Educational administration is to
enable the right pupils to recive the right
education from the  right teacher at a
cost within the mean of the state under
condition which will enable the pupils
to profit by their training ”It was said
by Mr Graham Balfour long time back.

Educational administration is the
dynamic side education. Tradition
education system was designed
primarily to serve as care taker,
regulatory and supervisory role in era
when the education and the world
outside were moving slowly by today’s
space and when the size and diversity
of educational tasks were smaller these
were not desgine by planning in today’s
sense of the term, for implement such
or for critical valuation for educational
systems Performances or for vigorous
promotion of innovation.

Educational administration must
be directed towards the fulfillment of the
objectives of the  education as forth by

Educational System
in

Morden era
the society. Educational philosophy sets
the goals while the educational
psychology.

Explain the principles of
teaching.If the same time educational
administrations deals with the
educational practices. In the present
scenerio govt of india is highly
conscious about constitutional
provisions of education’ right to
education’ quality assurance agencis and
educational bodies. Mainly three
educational bodies are stup at a national
and state level. At national level
university grant commission research
and training are setup. The educational
bodies overall frame the road map of
educational system in the country and
the particular state.

Gaganjeet
VIII-A
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Math
one word

Yet something needed in our
lives

What is life without math ?
Would there be no inspiration ?
Would this cause frustration ?
or even worse a generation,

without motivation.

I want to teach
see them succeed

Be the seed
that they need

This is my speed

Because math is like life
the short path like a linear function.

The long path like a consine function.

This is a challenge
To go to collage

And gain all that knowledge.

But I am determine
To get a degree
Because math,
Is what I love !

Gagan Jeet
VIIIth A

Life Without
Math

Our
Universe

Universe is the vast space that contains
the solar system, stars, planets, satellite
and everything one can think of the various
stars, moons, planets and shooting stars
that are a part of the universe are called
heavenly bodies or celestial bodies many
more heavenly bodies cannot be seen with
the naked eye or even with a telescope as
they are very far away stars are heavenly
objects. that radiate light and heat
continously which distinguishes them from
other hevenly objects. Most stars appear
as point objects because they  are very far
away from our earth.The sun is also a
star.It appears as point objects because
they are very far away from our earth the
sun is also alpha century, which is at a
distance of nearly 4.3 light years. stars are
hot balls of gases filled with hydrpogen.
Due to certain chemical reactions where
hydrogen keeps changing to helium, a large
amount of energy is liberated in the form
of heat and light . A group of stars that
form a recognizable pattern is called
constellation

Vandana Bhatt
VIIth B
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Users typically access social media services via web-
based technologies  on desktops and laptops, or download
services that offer social media functionlity to their mobile
devices (e.g. smartphones and tablets). When engaging
with these services, users can create highly individuals,
communities, and organizations can share, co-create,
discuss, and modify user- generated content or premade
content posted online. they “introduce substantial and
povasive changes to communication, and individuals.
“Social Media changes the way individuals and large
organizations communication. These changes are the focus
of the emerging fields of technoself studies. Social media
fever from paper based Media (e.g. magazines and
newspaper) to traditional electronic media such as TV
forecasting in many ways, including quality, reach,
frequency, interactively, usability, immediately, and
ferforce. Social media outlets in a dialogic transmision
system. Some of the most popular social media websites
are facebook, instagarm, whatsapp, Google+Myspace,
pinterest, snapchat, tumbler, twitter, Viber, VK, Webchat
and Wikia etc. These social Media websites have more
then 100,000,000 registered users.

Khushi Velecha
Class- VIII-C

Social Media
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As my friend was passing the elephants, he suddenly stopped,
confused by the fact that these huge creatures were being held by only

a small rope tied to their front leg. No chains, no cages, It was obvious
that the elephants could at anytime, break away from the ropes they

were tied to bnut for some reason, they didnot. My friend saw a trianer
nearly and asked why these beautiful, magnificent animals first stood

there and made no attempt to get away.

“Well, he said, “When they were very young and much smaller

we use the same size of rope to tie them and, at that age, it’s enough to
hold them. As they grow up, they are conditioned to believe that they

cannot break away. They believe the rope can still hold them, so they
never try to break free.” My friend was amazed. These animals could

at any time break free from their bonds but because they believed they
couldn’t, they were struck right where they were.

Like the elephants, how many of us go through life hanging onto

a belief that we cannot do something, simply because we failed at once

before? So make an attempt to grow further .................

Why shouldn’t we try it again?

Your attempt may fail, but never fail to make an attempt.

Kiran Bala Sharma
Primary Teacher

It’s Called Mindset
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